Sci Fi Summer 2006

There is adventure in sound...

Since 1984, the Atlanta Radio Theatre Company has been performing, recording, and broadcasting dramatic audio - fully dramatized, fully sound-scaped audio drama. We set the scene. We give you voices, sound effects, music, and ambient atmosphere. In your imagination you build the sets, you give faces to the voices, you design the costumes.

This is the "Theatre of the Mind," as practiced in the Golden Age of Radio. By combining today's modern technology and dramatic techniques with the oldest form of entertainment, the human imagination, you have the best seat in the house for the most vivid movie you will ever see.

If you enjoyed today's program...

The following titles are now available on CD and cassette.

*The Man Who Traveled in Elephants* by Robert A. Heinlein

*The Passion of Frankenstein* by Thomas E. Fuller

*The Shadow over Innsmouth* by H. P. Lovecraft

Order online at
WWW.ARTC.ORG

ARTC is a volunteer organization. If you are interested in giving your time in exchange for learning about the craft of audio drama, we'd love to hear from you. For more information please contact:

Atlanta Radio Theatre Company
3577-A Chamblee Tucker Rd. #189
Atlanta, GA 30341-4409
WWW.ARTC.ORG

Atlanta Radio Theatre Company
WWW.ARTC.ORG

Here's the Pitch!

A collection of short works on mutants, space heroes, bad writing, changing stations, talking bunnies, children, speech impediments, and public service announcements.

Holiday Inn Airport North
Friday, June 16, 2006
10:00 PM
Three Bad Writers by Kelley Swilley

Host
The Leader
The Bottom-Liner
The Pseudo Intellectual

The Brotherhood of Damn Sassy Mutants

The Sadist Says ‘No’ by “Sketch” Quinn
Jude “The Dude” Lieber
Rorchak
Olfactor X
Charmer
Iron Sloth
Wormhole Jackson
Marquis deRuxpin
Sophie
Justine
Miss Splicenton

Mildly Exciting Tales of Astonishment

Episode 9 - Baby Boom by Jonathan Strickland

Narrator
Betty, Queen of the
Impenetrable Mysteries
Mrs. Sandworth

Produced and Directed by “Sketch” Quinn and David Benedict
Music provided by Alton Leonard and Brad Weage
Recorded effects provided by Henry Howard, AudioCraft Studio, and Brad Weage, performed by David Benedict
Live Foley sound effects by Lili, assisted by Daniel Kiernan
Audio engineering by Bob Zimmerman.

Rory Rammer, Space Marshal

The Lance of Justice by Ron N. Butler

Announcer
Rory Rammer
‘Skip’ Sagan
Robota
Ludmilla Tufts
J. Michelle Stokowski
Lance Thruster
Bucky DeBrogle
Jeremy Erlich
Assistant Attorney General
Hillary Rodham-Philbin
First Terrorist
Second Terrorist

Mildly Exciting Tales of Astonishment

Episode 15 - Ps and Qs by Jonathan Strickland

Narrator
Lord Destructeronimus
Vroomhilda
Mr. Fahrenheit
Pete the Pirate
Perry the Parrot
Annoying Man

Time for Station Identification
by David Benedict, Mickey Desai, and Keith Hartman

Dirk
Alice
Kyle
Buffy
Don, the Galactic Godfather
Guido
T-487
Announcer